A physiology-based corticothalamic model is investigated with focal spatial heterogeneity, to unify global and focal aspects of absence epilepsy. Numerical and analytical calculations are employed to investigate the emergent spatiotemporal dynamics induced by focal activity as well as their underlying dynamical mechanisms. The spatiotemporal dynamics can be categorized into three scenarios: suppression, localization, and generalization of the focal activity, as summarized from a phase diagram vs. focal width and characteristic axon range. The corresponding temporal frequencies and spatial extents of wave activity during seizure generalization and localization agree well with experimental observations of global and focal aspects of absence epilepsy, respectively. The emergent seizure localization provide a biophysical explanation of the temporally higher frequency but spatially more localized cortical waves observed in genetic rat models that display characteristics of human absence epilepsy. Predictions are also presented for further experimental test. Absence epilepsy is characterized by a sudden paroxysmal loss of consciousness accompanied by oscillatory activity propagating over many brain areas. Although primary generalized absence seizures are supported by the global corticothalamic system, converging experimental evidence supports a focal theory of absence epilepsy. Here we propose a dynamical mechanism to unify the global and focal aspects of absence epilepsy, with focal absence seizures associated with seizure localization, and the global ones associated with seizure generalization. Our corticothalamic model is used to investigate how seizure rhythms and spatial extents are related in these two different aspects of absence epilepsy. The results account for the difference of the experimentally observed seizure rhythms and spatial extents between humans and genetic rat models, which has previously been used to argue against the validity of such rats as animal models of absence epilepsy in humans.
Introduction 1
Absence epilepsy is an idiopathic nonconvulsive generalized epilepsy, that displays a generalizing over normal region, but with a ∼ 10 Hz rhythm. Here, in the focal aspect, 56 absence seizures represented by electro-clinical symptoms are associated with seizure 57 localization, while in the global aspect, absence seizures are associated with seizure 58 generalization. Their spatiotemporal properties such as spatial extents and temporal 59 frequencies are comparable with experimental observations in humans and rats. The 60 resulting cortical waves have robust frequencies, and their underlying dynamical 61 mechanisms are discovered by employing eigenvalue spectra and corresponding 62 eigenmodes at critical states. Thus we uncover a unified dynamical mechanism for the 63 global and focal aspects of absence epilepsy. We conclude with experimentally testable 64 predictions and further possible extensions. 65 
Materials and Methods

66
Our corticothalamic model is described, following previous work [27] , and specified here 67 with focal spatial heterogeneity. Then, we describe the simulation methods, the 68 analytical calculations of steady states and their linear stability analysis. 69 Corticothalamic model 70 The corticothalamic system can be described by a continuum approach at the 71 macroscopic level. Large-scale neural activities are determined by interactions between 72 several neural populations, notably excitatory and inhibitory cortical neurons and 73 thalamus, including reticular and relay nuclei. A schematic of these populations is 74 presented in Fig. 1(A) , with excitatory, inhibitory, reticular, and relay neurons 75 represented by e, i, r, s, respectively. In such a model [27] , the variables represent local 76 mean values at position r = (r x , r y ) in a 2D space: the local mean cell-body potential 77 V a , the mean firing rate Q a , and the propagating axonal field φ a , for a = e, i, r, s. The 78 physical interrelationship of these collective state variables is summarized in Fig. 1(B) . 79 The space can be scaled by the system length L to unify the human (L = 0.5 m) and 80 rat (L = 0.025 m) brains into a unique framework here, with assumption of linear 81 proportionality of other spatial properties in these two systems. 82 Firstly, the firing rate Q a is a sigmoid function of the potential V a , with
where Q max is the maximal firing rate, θ is the mean firing threshold, and σ π/ √ 3 is the 83 standard deviation of the difference between the steady state V a and the threshold θ. 84 Secondly, neuronal firing generates a field signal φ a and sends it through the extended axons toward other populations approximately according to the damped wave equation [28, 29] D a − r 2 a ∇ 2 φ a (r, t) = Q a (r, t),
where γ a = v a /r a governs the damping of propagating waves, and r a and v a are the 86 characteristic range and conduction velocity of the axons of population a, 87 respectively [29] . 88 Finally, each population's potential V a results when synaptic inputs from various types of afferent neurons are summed after being filtered and smeared out in time due to synaptic neurotransmitter, receptor dynamics, passage through the dendritic tree and the effects of soma capacitance. So
with the synaptodendritic operator
where α and β are the mean decay and rise rates of the soma response to an impulse 90 arriving at a dendritic synapse [29] .
91
Input from the thalamus to the cortex and feedback from the cortex to the thalamus 92 are delayed by a propagation time t d . In Eqs (4)−(6), ν ab is the synaptic connection 93 strength to population a from population b, and φ n is the ascending input from 94 brainstem, which can be arbitrary external signals or approximated as white noise, but 95 here is set to a constant for calculating phase diagrams and bifurcation diagrams. All populations except the excitatory population have very short axons, which lets 99 us set r a ≈ 0 and γ a ≈ ∞ in (3), yielding φ a = Q a for a = i, r, s [27] . Besides, 100 intracortical connectivities are found to be proportional to the numbers of synapses 101 involved [30] , so one finds V e = V i and Q e = Q i [27, 31] , which allows us to concentrate 102 on excitatory quantities, while implicitly retaining inhibitory effects on the dynamics.
103
Thus the model includes 16 parameters: Q max , θ, σ , α, β, γ e , t d , r e , ν ee , ν ei , ν es , ν se , 104 ν sr , ν sn φ n , ν re , ν rs , which are enough to allow realistic representation of the most 105 salient anatomy and physiology, but few enough to yield useful interpretations.
106
Model of focal spatial heterogeneity 107 In WAG/Rij rats with absence seizures, the excitatory dendrites in the focal region have 108 larger total dendrite length, larger mean length of a dendritic segment, and larger size 109 Gaussian profiles ν se (r) along r x at r y = 0 with various σ/L, as indicated in the legend. The white dash-dotted circle in (A) and the black dash-dotted line in (B) indicate the threshold ν c se for transition to absence seizure in the spatially homogeneous case. They are also used to define the focal area inside and the normal region outside. of dendritic arbor, than those outside epileptic area [17, 21] . Additionally, the 110 excitatory-inhibitory ratio of neuron numbers in focal cortical areas is larger than that 111 in other areas and the efficiency of GABA-ergic inhibition is impaired [21] . Lesion 112 studies also demonstrate that an excitable region is not sufficient for the occurrence of 113 SWDs and indicate that some thalamic nuclei seem to be important for SWD 114 occurrence [7] , as borne out by theory and simulations [27, 32] . So all the above suggest 115 that we use the corticothalamic model with focal spatial heterogeneity, which allows us 116 to investigate the effect of cortical propagation on the spatiotemporal dynamics, and to 117 study how the initially focal activity can be suppressed, remains localized, or propagate 118 over the whole brain to produce secondary generalized absence seizures.
119
The above anatomical facts [17, 21] imply that a higher value of ν se in the focal area 120 is suitable to describe the cortical focal activity, with ν se peaking at the center and 121 smoothly decreasing to the edge, as shown in Fig. 2 (A); ν se describes the excitatory 122 influence of cortical pyramidal cells on the specific thalamic nuclei. The choice of ν se is 123 also supported by prior implications of excitatory corticothalamic feedback in the 124 pathophysiology of generalized absence seizures [9, 24, 34, 35] . For simplicity, the spatial 125 profile is set as an isotropically symmetric Gaussian function
with σ characterizing the pathological width, ν se (L/2) the background normal value 127 and ν se (0) the pathological value. Figure 2 (B) shows profiles along r x /L at r y = 0 with 128 various σ/L. All other parameters are spatially invariant and given in Table 1 .
129
The isotropic symmetry is limited by boundary, which has little effect on the 130 symmetry if we choose σ/L 1 and r e /L 1 but still brings edge effects on the 131 spatiotemporal dynamics, as we will demonstrate in the results.
132
Simulation methods
133
The model is simulated using the recently published NFTsim code written in C++ [36] 134 to investigate the spatiotemporal dynamics [27, 32, 33] , which solves our damped and 135 retarded 2D wave equation in Eqs (2) and (4)−(6) with given initial conditions and 136 boundary conditions.
137
In the numerical simulation, the 2D space (r x , r y ) is divided into a 120 × 120 grid 138 with L = 0.5 m for humans and L = 0.025 m for rats, and grid point spacing 139 δr x /L = δr y /L = 1/120. We choose periodic boundary conditions and an initial 140 condition that each spatial point is assigned with a τ d length time series of a random 141 constant.
142
In NFTsim, numerical integration is performed using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta are performed to guarantee the system reaching its stationary state.
147
Noise is ignored in the simulations for phase diagrams and bifurcation diagrams, 148 which simplifies our analysis so as to focus on the pattern formation and their 149 underlying dynamical mechanisms. We have checked that a small noise has no 150 significant effect on our findings.
151
Steady states and linear stability analysis 152
To get more insight of the underlying mechanisms for various spatiotemporal dynamics, 153 we are introducing here analytical methods how to derive the steady states, their linear 154 stability and eigenmodes.
155
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As introduced above, the system has a radial symmetry with σ/L 1 and 156 r e /L 1, leading to the replacement of r by r = |r| to simplify our analysis. Then the 157 spatial interaction in radial coordinates can be rewritten as
As proposed in Ref. [37] , the steady states can be obtained by integrating Eqs (2), 159 and (4)−(6) inward towards r = 0, starting at a large r, where the system can be 160 linearized with r to be
with the function L −1 CT (λ, r) given by Eq. 
Thus one of its general solutions, converging at r → L/2 r e , is
where K 0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind and B is an undetermined which the solution φ 0 e (r), V 0 e (r), V 0 r (r), V 0 s (r) obeys the boundary condition (11) .
170
To analyze linear stability of the steady state, a small dimensionless perturbation can be introduced as follows:
with σ = σ √ 3/π, η a (r) = q 0 a (r) 1 − q 0 a (r) , and q 0 a (r) = Q 0 a (r)/Q max for a = e, r, s. The perturbations can be expanded in sums of eigenmodes as follows:
each of which obeys
with the function D(λ) given by Eq. (28) in the Appendix A as well. Again, a unique
Note that there is no constant B as in the steady state equation (12) because it has 173 been absorbed into C i . So now our task is to search for the eigenvalue λ i as well as the 174 corresponding perturbation eigenmode. The largest Re(λ i ) determines the linear 175 stability of the steady state. 
Results
177
Our results are presented starting from the spatially homogeneous case. Then the 178 corticothalamic system with initial focal activity is investigated by numerical 179 simulations to study how cortical propagation can suppress, localize, or generalize the 180 focal activity, exploring various spatiotemporal dynamics. Traveling waves that emerge 181 from the focus in various phases are investigated and compared with the experimental 182 observations in humans and rats, yielding predictions to be further tested 183 experimentally. The underlying dynamical mechanisms for various phases are also 184 uncovered, using eigenvalue spectra and corresponding eigenmodes at critical states. 185 Finally, we show robustness of the dynamical mechanisms.
186
The spatially homogeneous case 187 Many previous studies of the corticothalamic system investigated its global (spatially 188 uniform) dynamics; e.g., steady states, bifurcations from normal arousal states to 189 epileptic seizures [27, 32, 33] . Specifically, bifurcations have been intensively investigated 190 via changes of the parameter ν se , and demonstrated that this system can explain 191 primary generalized absence seizures [27, 32] . Furthermore, recent analysis has 192 established a bridge explicitly linking the tractable normal-form dynamical parameters 193 with the underlying physiological ones [33] . 194 In the homogeneous case of generalized absence seizures, the system has spatially with clinical data in detail and thus was employed to explain the pathological transition 203 from normal arousal states to primary generalized absence seizures [27, 32] .
204
From seizure suppression to seizure generalization 205 Here we show that secondary generalized absence seizures can be induced by the focal 206 activity. The induced absence seizures can have various spatial extents and oscillating 207 frequencies, by exploring the roles of σ and r e . Actually, both of them are constrained 208 by the system size L, yielding edge effects. Thus, we investigated various 209 spatiotemporal dynamics vs. r e /L and σ/L with r e /L 1 and σ/L 1, summarized 210 in the phase diagram as shown in Fig. 4 , which has six different phases, with Phases I, 211 II, and III discussed in this subsection, and Phases IV, V, and VI in the next.
212
In Phase I, the focal activity with small σ is suppressed by axonal projections from 213 the normal region if r e is large as in the case of healthy adults [23] . The activity profile 214 of seizure suppression stabilizes with slightly enhanced activity in the center, as shown 215 in Fig. 5(A) . 216 In Phase II, the focal activity with large enough σ can resist suppression, and even 217 propagate and destabilize the whole system, leading to secondary generalized absence In Phase III, the direction of propagating waves is reversed from outward in Phase II 230 to inward if r e is small enough, as seen in Fig. 5(D) , with the propagation direction 231 denoted by a red arrow. In future, wavefront instability analysis could be employed to 232 understand such reversal [38] . The complex-partial seizures have stronger 1 − 2 Hz delta-range modulation in the 240 bilateral frontal and parietal neocortex than simple-partial seizures, where consciousness 241 is not impaired [39, 40] . Thus the temporally modulated, spatially localized alpha 242 activity is a potential mechanism for the generation of complex-partial seizures, 243 although we do not consider this point further here.
244
The above modulation implies the existence of spatiotemporal nonlinear wave 245 interactions. Thus, in Fig. 6 , we investigate the bifurcation diagram for the steady state 246 PLOS 11/24
of φ e (0) against σ/L at (r x , r y )=(0, 0). It shows that the system experiences a 247 subcritical Hopf bifurcation from a fixed point to a limit cycle, and then a second Hopf 248 bifurcation to a quasiperiodic cycle, e.g., a 2-torus, then a 3-torus, then higher 249 dimensional dynamics, and finally to a chaotic attractor. Such a route to a chaotic 250 attractor is induced by the nonlinear wave interactions, which can also terminate the 251 chaotic dynamics and produce secondary generalized absence seizures when σ/L is large 252 enough as shown in the right end of the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 6 . This route to a 253 chaotic attractor is different from that observed previously in the homogeneous case, 254 which is induced by the nonlinear corticothalamic interaction loop [33] .
255
In Phase V, the system has two stable states: seizure suppression and localized alpha 256 waves (seizure localization). This phase has a smaller σ/L than in Phase IV, and a 257 weaker nonlinear wave interaction. As a result, the localized alpha wave here is regular 258 without low frequency modulation, also demonstrated in Fig. 5(F) . Actually, such 259 bistability emerges from the subcritical Hopf bifurcation with a hysteresis, and the 260 system experiences a sudden transition from seizure suppression to seizure localization, 261 at the critical point indicated by the green dashed line in Fig. 6 . The instability 262 boundary is consistent with the linear stability analysis as introduced in the Methods. 263 This subcritical Hopf bifurcation provides a new route for the transition from normal 264 arousal states to epileptic seizures [6, 41] .
265
In Phase VI, the system has another two stable states: seizure localization and 266 seizure generalization. The value of σ/L in this phase is larger than in Phase IV, and 267 there is a stronger nonlinear wave interaction. This bistable region has just a narrow 268 parameter range and may be hard to observe in experiments.
269
The localized alpha waves in Phases IV, V, and VI are breathers in neural 270 fields [42, 43] . They emerge after seizure suppression becomes unstable and the 271 instability boundary can be well predicted by linear stability analysis, as indicated by 272 the blue dash-dotted line in Fig. 4 . All other phase boundaries are also fully determined 273 by the rescaled focal widthσ = σ/r e (the dashed lines in Fig. 4 ). Nonetheless, they As shown in Fig. 7 , for seizure generalization, ∼ 3 Hz activity propagates over the 
with c = 0.80 ± 0.17 s −1 , a 1 = 440 ± 21 s −1 and a 2 = 107 ± 18 s −1 . These predictions 305 are potentially testable in experiments.
306
The linear dependence is consistent with the robust frequency of the localized alpha 307 wave, independent on r e /L or σ/L. As shown in the upper panel of Figs 5(E) and (F) 308 as well as in their eigenmodes to be discussed in the next subsection, the wave has only 309 one peak vs. r at each time, yielding the wave number k ∝ 1/w, and then a constant 310 frequency f = v p k/2π.
311
Dynamical mechanism underlying emergence 312 In our previous work, ∼ 3 Hz waves and ∼ 10 Hz alpha waves were generated due to the 313 resonance of two different delayed feedback loops: e → r → s → e or e → s → e, 314 respectively, in the homogeneous corticothalamic system [27, 32, 33] . But here a spatially 315 localized alpha wave emerges from the initially focal activity that has an intrinsic ∼ 3 316 Hz rhythm. So, it is not clear whether the localized alpha wave originates from the 317 same resonance of the underlying corticothalamic loop as in the homogeneous system, or 318 is induced by the focal activity via a different dynamical mechanism.
319
To this end, we investigate the steady states and corresponding eigenvalue spectra of 320 the induced waves, as summarized in Fig. 8. Figures 8(A) and (B) show the three Fig. 8(C) shows the consistency between the analytical solution and the 329 numerical simulation of the stable steady state, with its stability indicated in Fig. 8(D) . 330 Their excellent match verifies the assumption of radial symmetry, and lends confidence 331 in further analysis. Secondly, for seizure localization with larger σ/L, the steady state 332 becomes unstable with mismatch between the analytical solution and the numerical 333 simulation in the focal region, as shown in Fig. 8(E) . Its instability is indicated by one 334 eigenvalue with a positive real part [the rightmost blue star in Fig. 8(F) ]. Here, the focal 335 acitivity is localized without spreading over the whole system because σ/L is only large 336 enough to free the focal activity from being suppressed by the normal region. So the 337 steady state is stable at the tail but unstable in the focal region. Finally, for seizure 338 generalization with σ/L further increased, the steady state at the tail becomes unstable 339 as well, and a ∼ 3 Hz wave originating from the focal region propagates over the whole 340 system. One can find from Fig. 8(H) that there is one more eigenvalue along the bottom 341 branch crossing the imaginary axis. Nonetheless, Fig. 8(G) shows the consistency 342 between the time-averaged activity and the unstable steady state, suggesting that the 343 activity at each spatial point surrounds the unstable steady state, and the ∼ 3 Hz wave 344 emerges via a supercritical Hopf bifurcation.
345
The dynamical picture is consistent with that indicated in eigenvalue spectra. [27, 33] . It is a general property in the delayed system that an infinite number of 351 eigenvalues will align with such branches. Generally, the delay leads the spectrum of the 352 system to be determined by the solutions of
where W (λ) is a complex function with an infinite number of solutions [52] . So here has a much larger value than those with eigenvalues (red stars) close to the two 360 branches. That means the steady state at the tail stays stable and far away from a 361 corticothalamic loop resonance, while the system's steady state is unstable, as indicated 362 in Fig. 8(F) with a positive Re(λ). Thus, this eigenmode is confined in the focal region, 363 as confirmed in Figs 9(A) and (B) . As a result, it emerges a different spatiotemporal 364 wave with different frequency and waveform from that in seizure generalization. What is 365 more, this eigenmode is also spatially confined by its steady state, as shown in Fig. 9(B) . 366 This is in contrast with the eigenmode in seizure generalization, as shown in Figs 9(C) 367 and (D), where the wave propagates outwards from the focal area, but the activity at 368 each spatial point still surrounds its steady state.
369
Thus, the localized alpha waves emerge due to spatial confinement, which is different 370 from the corticothalamic loop resonance in the spatially homogeneous case [27, 32, 33] . 371 This mechanism also explains why edge effects prevent seizure localization when there is 372 not enough space to confine the wave away from the boundary. Furthermore, the 373 spatially confined eigenmode in Figs 9(A) and (B) is also unstable and then further 374 evolves to another localized alpha wave with a much higher amplitude, as seen in The above dynamical mechanism for seizure localization is robust and does not require 379 parameter fine-tuning. A large parameter region can be found in Figs 10(A) and (B) , 380 where the focal activity is too unstable to be suppressed by the normal region, but 381 doesn't generalize over the whole system, with ν se (0) much larger than the linear 382 stability boundary of the corticothalamic loops [the critical value ν c se ≈ 1.98 mV s, as 383 indicated in Fig. 2(A) and Fig. 3(A) ]. Figure 10 (A) also shows that seizure suppression 384 can transition directly to seizure generalization, when ν se (0) is not large enough to 385 induce seizure localization. This is the weakly nonlinear case explored in [53] . So seizure 386 localization emerges due to the combination of nonlinear effects and spatial 387 comfinement.
388
The emergence also requires the normal region to be stable enough to be unevoked 389 by the focal activity. However, Fig. 10(B) shows that ν se (L/2) has a much weaker effect. 390 This is consistent with the underlying dynamical mechanism: for seizure localization, 2. ν se (L/2) has a much weaker effect on the emergence of seizure localization, in consistent with its underlying dynamical mechanism. The linear instability boundaries are also well predicted by linear stability analysis.
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the normal region is already stable and can resist invasion of seizure activity of the 392 seizure focus, so further lowering ν se (L/2) to render the normal region more stable will 393 make little contribution, as long as ν se (0) is large enough to free the focal region from 394 being suppressed by the normal region. These results are also consistent with the 395 experimental findings in WAG/Rij and GAERS rats: Pharmacological deactivation by 396 blocking the neural activity of the driving cortical source can almost completely abolish 397 SWDs in all cortical regions [17] , while such deactivation in other cortical regions has 398 little effect [54] .
399
The simulation results are also confirmed by linear stability analysis, as shown in 400 Fig. 10 , indicating that the parameter selection for the dynamical mechanism is not 401 unique, but can be general, whenever the system has strong nonlinear effects in the 402 focal area and the conditions for spatial comfinement are satisfied.
403
Summary and Discussion
404
This work has investigated suppression, localization, and generalization of focal activity, 405 via a physiology-based corticothalamic model with focal spatial heterogeneity. We found 406 that the interplay between cortical propagation and the underlying corticothalamic 
413
(ii) Axonal projections from the normal region can suppress the focal activity when 414 σ/r e ≤σ c , whose value is mainly determined by the pathological value ν se (0) of focal 415 corticothalamic connection strength in this study.
416
(iii) In seizure generalization, initial ∼ 3 Hz focal activity propagates rapidly over 417 the whole system, with the temporal frequency and the spatial extent comparable with 418 absence seizure activity in humans, and can be associated with the global aspect of 419 absence epilepsy. Besides, the direction of propagating wave can be reversed from 420 outward to inward if r e /L is small.
421
(iv) In seizure localization, spatially localized ∼ 10 Hz activity emerges due to strong 422 nonlinear effects in the focal region and spatial comfinement by the surrounding stable 423 normal region, with the temporal frequency and the spatial extent comparable with 424 absence seizure activity in genetic rat models, and can be associated with the focal 425 aspect of absence epilepsy. This also provides a biophysical explanation of spatially 426 more localized waves with higher oscillating frequency observed in such rats. Besides, 427 its emergence is beyond edge effects, and thus general for other boundary conditions 428 and cortical geometries.
429
(v) In both seizure generalization and seizure localization, the oscillating frequencies 430 are robust, independent on r e /L and σ/L, and the phase velocity v p of the waves are 431 much larger than the axonal propagation speed.
432
(vi) In seizure localization, v p depends linearly on the spatial extent w, which can be 433 further tested in experiments.
434
(vii) The underlying dynamical mechanisms for both seizure generalization and 435 seizure localizatoin are explained in detail through eigenvalue spectra and corresponding 436 eigenmodes at critical states.
437
(viii) The state in the normal region has a weaker effect on suppressing the focal 438 activity than the state in the focal region. This result is consistent with the 439 experimental findings of the effects of pharmacological deactivations on different cortical 440 regions in WAG/Rij and GAERS rats [17, 54] .
441
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Our results also present several predictions for further experimental test:
442
(i) The 7 − 11 Hz activity in WAG/Rij and GAERS rats may be explained by a 443 relative scaled short axon length r e /L, while r e /L in human brains may be large enough 444 to place the system in the regime dominated by edge effects, and therefore induce 445 seizure generalization with the focal activity spreading over the whole system.
446
(ii) The localized alpha waves in seizure localization can be modulated by ∼ 2 Hz 447 slow waves. It is worth further investigating the underlying biophysical mechanism for 448 such modulation with robust ∼ 2 Hz frequency in future.
449
(iii) In a narrow parameter range, the system can have two stable states: seizure 450 localization and seizure generalization, referred as the Phase VI shown in Fig. 4 and 451 Fig. 6 . This phenomenon may explain the on-off intermittency of SWDs durations of 452 absence seizures in the EEG of WAG/Rij rats [55] , which also has chaotic properties.
453
In this work, we have focused on the interplay of cortical propagation and the 454 underlying corticothalamic loop, which goes beyond most previous work about spatially 455 extended heterogeneous but purely cortical models [56] [57] [58] [59] . The emergence of breathers 456 during seizure localization was explored in previous work, but only in an abstract neural 457 field model with Mexican hat connection profile and feedbacks, such as spike-frequency 458 adaptation [42, 60, 61] . In most previous theoretical work, the sigmoid function was 459 simplified to a step function, easing linear stability analysis [38, 62] ; however, the step 460 function is unrealistic, whereas our corticothalamic model is physiologically justifiable, 461 and relies on parameters that are experimentally measurable.
462
Further extensions should be investigated in future to account for more features of 463 absence seizure activities; Some include:
464
(i) Thalamic relay neurons have well-characterized dual firing modes: bursting and 465 tonic spiking. It was found recently in experiments that the rhythmic synchronized 466 phasic firing of thalamic relay neuronal population can initiate SWDs and seems 467 necessary for absence seizure maintenance [19] . The origin of such synchronization is 468 shown from cortical drive and temporally framing via feedforward inhibition from 469 cortical neurons to reticular neurons and then to relay neurons [20] . So it is essential to 470 study the effect of neuronal firing modes and its interaction with the corticothalamic 471 loop, to bridge the gap between microscale mechanisms and macroscopic 472 cortico-thalamo-cortical oscillations in absence epilepsy.
473
(ii) It has been widely explored how SWDs can be more robustly produced by 474 involving a second slow inhibitory population or inhibitory variable with a slower time 475 scale, such as GABA B [5, 63] . The relative contribution of both fast GABA A and slow 476 GABA B receptor-mediated inhibition has been discussed for controlling absence 477 seizures [5, 64] . The slow GABA B dynamics should be included to account for the 478 detailed wave shape of SWDs.
479
(iii) The specific somatosensory-thalamo-cortical network should be considered to 480 further study the dynamical mechanism for SWD initiation, maintenance, and 481 termination in genetic rat models [18, 65] . The exact interactions between cortex and 482 different thalamic nuclei are essential for understanding how the cortical 'focus' within 483 the perioral subregion of the somatosensory cortex drives other parts of the cortex and 484 the ventral basal complex of the thalamus.
485
(iv) Lesions and pharmacological manipulations of the basal ganglia (BG) and 486 neuromodulator pathways affect SWDs [66, 67] . The effect of BG has been proposed to 487 be important for maintaining absence seizures over several tens of seconds by the 488 dynamical loop of the BG-thalamo-cortical network [68] , which also provides a 489 modulation site and an intervention pathway to prevent absence seizures [69, 70] . So it 490 is essential to investigate the effect of BG modulation on the suppression, localization, 491 and generalization of focal activity.
492
(v) The transitions from seizure suppression to seizure localization or seizure 493
